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Avengers Vs Thanos
Collects Thanos Rising #1-5. The vile face of Thanos left audiences in shock after last
summer's Marvel Studios' "The Avengers" movie...but who is this eerily disturbing villain?
Discover the hidden truth, as Thanos rises as the unrivaled rogue of wretchedness in this
gripping tale of tragedy, deceit and destiny. Where did this demi-god of destruction come from
- and more importantly, what does he want from the universe? Death has been shadowing
Thanos for his entire life, watching his inner darkness grow...but why? The answers come from
the incredible creative team of Jason Aaron (Wolverine, X-Men Origins) and Simone Bianchi
(Wolverine, Astonishing X-Men)! Prepare for a journey that will not only change the course of
one boy's life...but will soon change the very nature of the Marvel Universe. What comes after
"Marvel NOW!"? Whatever it is, it starts HERE!
Iron Man, Wasp, Thor and Black Panther—members of Marvel's Avengers--take on a cosmic
bad guy in this all-new action-packed Little Golden Book! Iron Man, Wasp, Thor and Black
Panther—members of Marvel's Avengers—team up to take on a threat to the entire galaxy in this
out-of-this-world adventure! Little Golden Books are a great way to introduce kids to all the
heroes in the Marvel Universe.
You knew him as the Punisher. Frank Castle made a deal with the devil that made him the
Ghost Rider. A deal with Galactus made him cosmic. And a deal with Thanos made
him...dead?! Not to worry, Castle doesn't die easy. He's coming back - and he's got a plan to
make the universe a better place! It all starts with an idea so simple he cannot believe no one
has ever done it before. But as with all things worth doing, it's not going to be easy. And things
soon get truly weird - as Castle takes on space sharks, faces down the future Guardians of the
Galaxy - and runs into Galactus during a bar fight! It's Frank...er, the Punish...um, Cosmic
Ghost Rider in the craziest caper he's ever had to deal with! COLLECTING: COSMIC GHOST
RIDER 1-5, material from THANOS LEGACY 1
It's the confrontation that every single Marvel comic has been building to: the Merc With a
Mouth versus the Jerk With That Jaw! Deadpool goes to Infinity and beyond when he throws
down the gauntlet against Thanos of Titan! These calamitous combatants are two sides of an
unholy love triangle, with Death their fickle mistress. But when everything in the universe stops
dying, could the bombshell with the killer cheekbones have her bony hands full with someone
else?!? Who ever heard of a love square? How would that even work? The Mad Titan and the
Crazy Cretin may just have to team up to find out what gives as they head "From Her to
Eternity!" Guest-starring Marvel's most popular and beloved character, the Black Talon - plus
some nobodies called the Guardians of the Galaxy.
Dreaming of a life in Paris while working at a small-town Iowa gas station, Sheila stages her
own kidnapping to run away with an oddball who shares a superhero's name and who begins
to regard her as the character's girlfriend.
The Goddess has half of the Marvel Universe on her side, but if she doesn't get her way, she's
ready to destroy all of it! The Fantastic Four, the Avengers, the Defenders, the X-Men, XFactor, X-Force, the New Warriors, and more are turned against each other in her cosmic
inquisition, and while Adam Warlock seeks answers within, could an even bigger crisis loom if
ultimate power is stolen by...Pip the Troll?! Plus, mayhem on Monster Island and a Drax/Thor
grudge match - Destroyer against Thunderer! Collects Infinity Crusade #4-6, Warlock
Chronicles #4-5, and Warlock and the Infinity Watch #20-22.
Collects Thanos (2016) #13-18 And Thanos Annual (2018) #1. Ask the most powerful beings in
the Marvel Universe how they fear the universe will end, and in their most honest moment,
they will answer with two words: “Thanos wins.” And now, it looks as though that disturbing
thought is about to become a horrific reality! See what happens when the Mad Titan gets his
way! Thanos journeys to the end of time and his moment of complete victory and still isn’t
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happy with what he sees. Witness the Mad Titan’s greatest glory — and ultimate shame! And
no matter what form Thanos’ victory takes, is there any way that anyone — or anything — can
possibly survive? Featuring the Silver Surfer and introducing the all-new cosmic Spirit of
Vengeance, Ghost Rider!
The Avengers battle the Defenders in comics' first great crossover battle royale! It's hero
against hero in the sensational summer hit of 1973: Cap vs. Namor! Thor vs. Hulk! It's the
original, and there's never been another one like it. All this, plus the origin of Mantis; an allhands-on-deck battle with the Zodiac; the Avengers vs. Thanos and the Cosmic Cube; a GiantSize adventure alongside Golden Age heroes Miss America and the Whizzer; the wedding of
Quicksilver and Crystal; the return of Ultron; and an increasingly tense love triangle between
the Scarlet Witch, the Vision and Mantis! And as an added bonus feature, rare Avengers
pinups, profiles and more from the pages of the '70s fanzine F.O.O.M.! COLLECTING:
Avengers (1963) 115-128, Giant-Size Avengers (1974) 1, Defenders (1972) 8-11, Captain
Marvel (1968) 33, Fantastic Four (1961) 150

Collects Iron Man (1968) #55; Captain Marvel (1968) #25-30; Marvel Feature (1971)
#12; Daredevil (1964) #105-107; Captain Marvel (1968) #31-33;Avengers (1963) #125;
Warlock (1972) #9-11, 15; Avengers Annual (1967) #7; Marvel Two -In-One Annual #2;
material from Logan's Run #6. See Thanos's bid to become a god and lay siege to
Earth, with only the Avengers able to stop him.
Collects Thanos #1-6. Thanos, possibly the most diabolical individual in the Marvel
Universe, is back — and he’s out for vengeance on all who would oppose him!
Unfortunately for the Mad Titan, he’s also heading for an unexpected reckoning with his
family. Take an ongoing walk on the dark side of the galaxy, and follow the deadly trail
of destruction left in the wake of Thanos! He is pure evil. He is unstoppable. And it’s
time for someone — anyone — to take him down.
“SUPER SONS OF TOMORROW” part one! The four-part crossover between
Superman, the Super Sons and the Teen Titans starts here! The Batman of Tomorrow
travels to the present to prevent a cataclysmic disaster before it happens, revealing that
Superboy will soon be responsible for the death of millions. But Superman will do
anything to protect his son…and the Batman of Tomorrow is unwavering in his resolve to
take down the Boy of Steel. Don’t miss a clash of titanic proportion in the opening
chapter of this game-changing story!
Cosmic legend and fan-favorite creator Jim Starlin delivers an epic tale of Smash
versus Space as the Emerald Avenger goes head-to-head with the Mad Titan! It's bad
enough that the Hulk has been kidnapped by Pip the Troll and traded to Annihilus, lord
of the Negative Zone. But things get worse when Thanos is thrown into the mix!
Annihilus plots to exploit the Hulk in a most unexpected fashion, but Thanos soon
launches some Machiavellian machinations of his own. As Annihilus gains vast new
might, the Hulk rampages through the Negative Zone, with Annihilus' perennial rival
Blastaar in hot pursuit! But when Thanos' devious scheme comes to a head, can the
Hulk survive? And can Thanos withstand the Hulk's pure physical power unleashed?
Find out right here! Collecting Thanos Vs. Hulk #1-4 and Warlock (1972) #12.
Collecting Silver Surfer (1987) #51-66, Annual #4; material from Marvel Comics
Presents (1988) #69, 93-97. To Infinity and beyond! Follow the sentinel of the
spaceways into a Marvel Universe-spanning cosmic extravaganza against the Mad
Titan Thanos - who wears the Infinity Gauntlet! Drax battles Firelord, the Surfer fights
the Rhino and Thanos forces Norrin to get introspective! But is this dimension big
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enough for the ultimate duel between the Silver Surfer and the Mad Titan? When the
dust settles on Earth, the Surfer heads back into space, only to face Midnight, the
Inhumans and the Collector! But how will that lead to him coming face to face
with...Captain Mar-Vell? Plus, the Surfer faces the undead, joins Mr. Fantastic on an
emergency mission, and takes on the Guardians of the Galaxy in the 26th century! And
Nova goes solo!
Annihilus, lord of the Negative Zone, makes a renewed assault on the positive universe,
searching for a source of infinite power. To stop him, a fragile alliance of cosmic
protectors forms. The Guardians of the Galaxy. Gladiator, Majestor of the Shi'ar. And
Adam Warlock - whose complex cycle of death and rebirth has left him more confused
than ever about his true nature. With Adam reunited with his Infinity Watch comrades
Gamora, Drax and Pip the Troll - and joined by newer friends like Star-Lord, Rocket
Raccoon and Groot -they hold the potential to end Annihilus' threat once and for all...if
only they knew how! But the answer lies in the dark mind of another. A Titan, whom
some would hold as mad. Could the fate of everything rest in the hands of...Thanos?
Cosmic maestro Jim Starlin's infinite odyssey continues!
Jim Starlin and Alan Davis return in the first of a new trilogy! The Mad Titan has
everything he ever wanted - but satisfaction is not in Thanos' vocabulary. When a
temporal distortion on Titan draws his attention, he finds the purpose he's been
searching for: saving himself! An old enemy lurks in the far future, and it'll take the
combined wits of Thanos, his brother Eros, and time-travel master Kang the Conqueror
to stop it - and save the multiverse. But there are other players in this cosmic chess
game - and Thanos may fi nd himself outmatched! What lies ahead for the so-called
Avatar of Death?
Thanos is back from the dead and on a quest to gain enough power to rule the
universe. The Silver Surfer, Drax the Destroyer, and others attempt to stop him before
he uses reality to prove his affection for Death.
Collects Infinity War #1-6, Warlock and the Infinity Watch #7-10 & Marvel Comics
Presents #108-111. When evil dopplegangers of the Marvel heroes appear, it's all-out
war! Why has Magus unleashed them on an unsuspecting world? And is the heroes
only hope Thanos?! Plus, will the Infinity Gauntlet swing the tide of the war?
Collects Thanos (2016) #7-12. See Thanos as you’ve never seen him before:
powerless and alone! He is willing to do anything to survive, even if that means
accepting help from the unlikeliest of places! And when a threat emerges that’s even
worse than the Mad Titan himself, every last one of our lives will depend on the
weakened Thanos’ drive to survive! And then there’s the small matter of the God
Quarry. None who enter have ever returned — and now, it’s Thanos’ turn to explore its
depths. But that’s nothing compared to what’s coming: Earth’s Mightiest Hero! Leader
of the Avengers! Champion of all that is good! Thanos?! But can the cosmos survive
when Thanos and his son, Thane, come face-to-face in their violent and universeshaking climactic battle?
In a desperate bid to protect all of reality, Adam Warlock once gave the Reality Gem to
the Mad Titan Thanos. Years later, that decision has come to haunt him. For now,
Thanos is on the verge of becoming the lord of all reality! Only his troublesome brother,
an errant troll and a strange trick of resurrection stand in his way...or so it seems. For
deep within the Titan lurks an abnormality, a torturous second existence. A rebellion
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within his very soul! And so it may prove Thanos himself who fights most intensely
against his own future! Jim Starlin and Alan Davis return to the epic story that began in
THE INFINITY SIBLINGS. Don't miss the second volume of Starlin's wildest adventure
yet!
The dangerous cosmic fissure known as The Fault has ripped opened a portal to the
Marvel Universe, spilling out the demented forces of a horrific mirror universe where
there is no death and life prevails unchecked - the Cancerverse! From this dark realm,
the evil Lord Mar-Vell - a twisted version of the legendary Captain Marvel - leads his
army to claim our universe for their own! Nova, the Silver Surfer, Quasar, Gladiator and
more of the greatest cosmic champions of the Marvel Universal rise to stop them, but
when even they cannot stop the forces of the Cancerverse, the fate of the universe lies
in the hands of the cosmos' never-say-die underdogs, the Guardians of the Galaxy!
Facing a threat like none other, Star-Lord and company cook up an all-or-nothing plan
to bring their prisoner, the mad titan Thanos, into the Cancerverse to unleash hell! With
everything on the line, the fate of the universe rests in the hands of one of Marvel's
greatest villains!
Read six awesome Super Hero stories in this Marvel's Avengers leveled reader
collection. Join the action with Iron Man, Captain America, Thor, Hulk, Hawkeye, Black
Widow, and Nick Fury as they fight against evil and protect humankind! © 2015
MARVEL
When Monica Rambeau, the new Captain Marvel, takes a visit to Thanos' abandoned
starship, she ends up the unwitting - and unwilling - guest of space pirate Nebula...who
plans to conquer the Skrull Galaxy, and who just might be the granddaughter of Thanos
himself! If Cap's teammates back on Earth can topple the towering Terminus in the
Savage Land, they'll be drawn into Nebula's interstellar conflict...but this time, the
Avengers will fight on the side of the Skrulls! Get ready for a cosmic classic as the
flame-haired Firelord and the all-mighty Beyonder enter the fray. And it's a small
universe when the Fantastic Four appear - but can even two teams of heroes prevent
the biggest shakeup in Skrull history? COLLECTING: Avengers (1963) 255-261, Annual
14; Fantastic Four Annual 19
The Avengers battle the Defenders in comics' first great crossover battle royal! It's hero
against hero in the sensational summer hit of 1973. Cap vs. Namor! Thor vs. Hulk! It's
the original and there's never been another one like it. Also featuring the origin of
Mantis; an all-hands-on-deck battle with the Zodiac; the Avengers vs. Thanos and the
Cosmic Cube; a Giant-Size adventure including the Golden Age heroes Miss America
and the Whizzer; the wedding of Quicksilver and Crystal; the return of Ultron; and the
increasingly tense love triangle emerging between the Scarlet Witch, the Vision and
Mantis! And as an added bonus feature we're including rare Avengers pinups, profi les
and more from the pages of the '70s fanzine F.O.O.M.! COLLECTING: AVENGERS
(1963) 115-128, GIANT-SIZE (1974) 1, DEFENDERS (1972) 8-11, CAPTAIN MARVEL
(1968) 33, FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) 150
AVENGER VS. AVENGER! Thanos has been defeated, but the Avengers' biggest
challenge may come from within their own ranks! Captain America makes a discovery
that may tear the team apart! And: Witness the origin of one of the Avengers' greatest
villains! COLLECTING: MARVEL UNIVERSE AVENGERS ASSEMBLE: CIVIL WAR
#1-4.
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In Avengers: Infinity War, a threat emerged from the cosmos--Thanos, a ruthless
warlord who plans to collect all six Infinity Stones. Joined by his formidable allies,
he will be near-unstoppable at achieving his goal. The Avengers, the Guardians
of the Galaxy, Doctor Strange and Spider-Man must join forces and fight side by
side to stop Thanos while the fate of the Earth and the universe lays in the
balance. In this new original novel by bestselling author Barry Lyga, learn the
origins of the most feared force in the universe, and see how Thanos became the
Titan consumed by his quest for power. ©2018 MARVEL.
One of the biggest battles in Superman history tears through Metropolis as the
super-villain team-up of Lex Luthor, the Legion of Doom, and Leviathan come to
change Superman’s city forever! The blockbuster creative team of writer Brian
Michael Bendis and artists John Romita Jr. and Klaus Janson create a Superman
epic for the ages-as the Man of Steel deals with the public disclosure of his
secret identity!
What If? Infinity - Thanos 1, What If? Infinity - Inhumans 1, What If? Infinity - XMen 1, What If? Infinity - Guardians Of The Galaxy 1, What If? Infinity - Dark
Reign 1
Collects Marvel’s Avengers: Infinity War Prelude #1-2, Infinity #1 And Thanos
Annual #1. When a terrorist puts the Avengers at odds, Captain America and the
Winter Soldier go rogue to find him — but Iron Man isn’t far behind. Will the
Avengers survive the fallout? Then, find out where Captain America, Falcon and
Black Widow are headed next — because the world needs heroes, whether it
wants them or not. Get a sneak peek at Tony Stark’s brand-new armor! Get
ready for 2018’s biggest blockbuster with this special prelude! Plus, with the
Avengers distracted, see Thanos seize his opportunity to strike at Earth in the
first chapter of Jonathan Hickman’s epic Infinity! Delve into the Mad Titan’s past
as he joins himself on a time-bending journey of discovery — one that sets the
stage for his next cosmic odyssey!
Thanos, scourge of the cosmos, has acquired the Infinity Gems, granting him
control over the entire universe. With the power of the gems, he destroyed half
the population of all worlds, including many of the Avengers and half the
Fantastic Four. The only force standing in his way is what's left of the Avengers.
But how can a ragtag group of heroes and villains--including Spider-Man,
Wolverine, Ms. Marvel and Doctor Doom--overpower the unstoppable? Plus: See
where the saga began in the classic Infinity Gauntlet #1. COLLECTING:
Avengers & the Infinity Gauntlet 1-4, Infinity Gauntlet
Eternal. Nihilist. Madman. Would-be lover of Death itself. All these things is
Thanos of Titan, and even before he created the Infinity Gauntlet and decimated
half the universe, he was still a mighty force to be reckoned with. And here,
collected in one volume for the first time, is the complete story of Thanos' first
life...and first death. Witness as Thanos targets Captain Marvel and the Avengers
in a bid to become a god, manipulates Adam Warlock, and finally lays siege to
the Earth itself! Guest-starring Daredevil, Spider-Man, the Thing, Moondragon,
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Drax the Destroyer and more! By cosmic mastermind Jim Starlin! COLLECTING:
Iron Man (1968) 55; Captain Marvel (1968) 25-33; Marvel Feature (1971) 12;
Daredevil (1964) 105-107; Avengers (1963) 125; Warlock (1972) 9-11, 15;
Avengers Annual (1967) 7; Marvel Two -In-One Annual 2; material from Logan 's
Run 6
The battle that rocked the very foundation of the Marvel Universe comes to you in
one collected trade paper back. In the known universe there are six stones,
called the Infinity Gems, that control all power, space, time, minds, reality and
souls. The mad Titan, Thanos, brutally collects the stone so that he may reshape
the universe in the visage of his love, the embodiment of Death. His tribute to
her; the death of half the universe Only the combined forces of Earth's heroes
and villains stand in the way of Thanos accession. Can even the mingled might of
the Avengers, Dr. Strange, the X-Men, Spider Man and the Silver Surfer stay the
power of a god? Prepare True Believer, for one of the greatest battles in the
history of the Marvel Universe What comic book fan doesn't remember the threat
of Thanos and his quest for godhood. Infinity Gauntlet is a modern classic that no
collector would want to be without
Gathering doom! The mysterious Gatherers have big plans for the Vision, while
the other Avengers have their hands full with one of their own - the powerful
sorceress Sersi! Captain America returns - but things have changed in his
absence, and the Black Knight won't take kindly to being bossed around! The
Dane/Sersi/Crystal love triangle gets ever more complicated as the Avengers fi
nally meet their shadowy nemesis: Proctor of the Gatherers! Deathcry enters the
world of the Avengers, and Hank Pym becomes Giant-Man once more! But who
is the Bloodwraith? Plus, U.S.Agent, War Machine and Thunderstrike form a new
"big three" in a time-travel tussle with Terminatrix - and Cap, Iron Man and Thor
aren't far behind them! All that, and Deadpool too! COLLECTING: VOL. 24:
AVENGERS (1963) 360-366, ANNUAL 22, STRIKEFILE, ANNIVERSARY
MAGAZINE; AVENGERS: THE TERMINATRIX OBJECTIVE 1-4
Collects Silver Surfer #34-38 & Thanos Quest #1-2. The quest that led to INFINITY
GAUNTLET begins here! Back from the dead, Thanos is after the power to bring the rest of the
universe with him on a return trip! Can the Silver Surfer, Drax the Destroyer and others stop
the cosmic iconoclast before he uses reality as a token of his affection for Death?
Collects Marvel Universe Avengers Assemble Season 2 #2, 11-12, 15-16 and material from
#1. Featuring screen-capture images from MARVEL’S AVENGERS ASSEMBLE SEASON
TWO! The Avengers face the machinations of the Mad Titan himself — Thanos! And you know
he must be bad when even the Red Skull is fleeing from him! Thanos seeks the cosmic Power
Stone — but will the robotic Arsenal, built by Tony Stark’s father, help keep it out of the Titan’s
grasp? Thanos has targeted all the Stones necessary to form the Infinity Gauntlet — and if he
succeeds, he’ll have ultimate power in the palm of his hand! Black Widow has a plan to save
the universe — but it will take all of the Avengers to pull it off! Captain America and Iron Man
don’t see eye-to-eye, but can they put aside their differences in time to come together for the
final battle to save everything?
THE CONCLUSION TO JIM STARLIN AND ALAN DAVIS' EPIC TRILOGY! All hail Thanos,
lord of all - including himself! In the far future, Thanos is the most powerful being in reality. But
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it's not enough to rule his own time. The truly Mad Titan intends to command all of time and
space - including his own past self! Now, Thanos' brother Eros, his old ally Adam Warlock and
a teleporting troll named Pip must find a way to free Thanos' consciousness from his own
future. But the journey will take them - and Thanos - far beyond the limits of anything they
believed they could endure. Don't miss Jim Starlin's final chapter in the Thanos saga!
BEWARE THE DARKSEID! In the pantheon of Superman's greatest foes, none are as powerhungry, destructive, and oppressive as Darkseid-the despot leader of the hellish world of
Apokolips! Darkseid's ambition to conquer and enslave all of existence knows no bounds-and
as one of the most dangerous villains in the universe, he stops at nothing so he can exert his
will with force and fear on all who he encounters. His godlike powers are almost
unmatched...except for the Man of Steel himself! Featuring the work of comics' legends John
Byrne (THE MAN OF STEEL), Jerry Ordway (THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN), Jeph Loeb
(SUPERMAN FOR ALL SEASONS), Jim Starlin (Infinity Gauntlet), Paul Dini (DETECTIVE
COMICS), Michael Turner (SUPERMAN/BATMAN), Mike McKone (TEEN TITANS), Greg Pak
(BATMAN/SUPERMAN) and more, SUPERMAN VS. DARKSEID showcases the most
suspenseful stories of the Man of Tomorrow's most dangerous duels with the ruler of
Apokolips! Stories include ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #426, ACTION COMICS #586,
SUPERMAN VS DARKSEID: APOKOLIPS NOW! #1, DEATH OF THE NEW GODS #8, and
more!
A threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos. A ruthless warlord who plans to collect all six
Infinity Stones. Joined by his formidable allies, he will be near-unstoppable at achieving his
goal. The Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor Strange and Spider-Man must join
forces and fight side by side to stop Thanos, while the fate of the Earth and the universe lays in
the balance. This book features the stories of three of the six Stones as The Collector recovers
from his run in with the Guardians of the Galaxy. Desperate to repopulate his vast collection of
curios, he must contend with his brother, The Grandmaster, who comes to him after facing
Thor and the Hulk. The pair squares off in a night of one-upmanship and speculate on the only
things in the universe that would return The Collector to his former glory--the Infinity Stones.
©2018 MARVEL.
The story that gives new meaning to the phrase "Avengers Assemble!" Earth's Mightiest
Heroes find themselves confronted with an unstoppable new menace -- monstrous
Biomechanoids that are seemingly impervious to every attack! But the Avengers aren't so
easily beaten, and when new threats arise, powerful new tools must be brought to bear! Suiting
up in high-tech individualized armor, the Avengers stand ready for one of their greatest battles
yet -- as a shadowy mastermind makes the first moves in a deadly game of chess! While the
team battles Biomechanoids across the globe, Iron Man and Black Panther try desperately to
uncover their hidden enemy -- and discover that the threat is far greater than they had
previously imagined. The fate of the Earth hangs in the balance...and an Avenger will fall!
COLLECTING: Avengers Mech Strike (2021) 1-5
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